Mumbai, March 17, 2020 – Mumbai Metro Rail Corporation (MMRC) is fully geared up, in the wake of Coronavirus’ spread in the city, and is taking various precautionary steps in all its office premises and at all sites –

Displaying of posters at all MMRC sites and offices of the Do’s and Don’t's vis-à-vis the virus

All staff is provided and at present equipped by all information through Tool-Box consisting of relevant images and information

The visits of Outsiders/Vendors/Other agency people has been restricted

Any hearing which requires attendance of general public has been postponed until further orders

The doors of all cabins including those of the Officers, Conference rooms is kept open to avoid direct contact with door handles used by multiple people

The staff of Canteen, Housekeeping, Security has been instructed to adhere to preventive measures strictly

Meetings and gatherings at all sites have been suspended

Use of biometric machine for attendance has been suspended

Hand sanitizers and masks have been provided at all sites

Screening of all workers and contractors by doctors at all sites continues on regular basis

Mr. SK Gupta, Director, Projects MMRC, said, “MMRC is consciously and continuously educating all engineers, workers and others to improve the hygienic levels to work in safe and sure manner. All Contractors are taking requisite actions. We are also taking actions as per directives from the authorities ”.